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Living the Dream - The Long Way to Rudesheim
Having returned two weeks earlier from my first trip it was
time to get on the road again. This time I was going to the Italian bike fest in Lignano Sabiadoro then on to Rudesheim for
the Magic Bike Rally. The first day was a rather cold and wet
480 mile ride to Ingolstadt in Germany.
The second day started dry but cloudy, riding into Austria then
over the Alps into Italy. The route took me over the
Plockenpass in the Carnic Alps. There are some good videos of
this on YouTube. The road had obviously taken quite a beating
in the winter and was pretty rough in places. At one point
there were some major roadworks where most of the tarmac
seemed to have disappeared and as I came down toward a village through some hairpin bends the tarmac was missing on
the outside of the road revealing the original cobbled road underneath. The transition from tarmac to cobbles whilst negotiating a hairpin bend looked rather daunting, but all went well.
Nearly all the right hand bends had a galleried tunnel immediately before the bend which meant as you came out of the tunnel you were into the bend. It was a challenging ride but really
exciting and gave me a great sense of achievement.
Further on through the Gail valley the skies suddenly opened
and along with several other bikers it was a quick stop to put
on my waterproofs. Fortunately this was only a short storm
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Mike tells his story of his
solo trip, taking the long
way to Rudesheim Magic
Bike Rally via the Italian
bike fest in Lignano Sabiadoro.
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a large contingent of Harleys as well as many
other makes. The stunt riding teams were fantastic with guys virtually making the bikes dance
and doing a full somersault off the ramps. This
display was followed by the bike wash sponsored by Ma Fra, half a dozen scantily clad girls
washing a bike in ways that I had never seen before, but it was certainly more entertaining than
watching the Polish guys on the Dereham Road,
although I think they would have achieved a better end result. There were plenty of trader
stands and some good food and drink on offer
as well as many custom bikes.
With a few days to spare before the Rudesheim
event I decided to visit the Italian lakes. I rode
along Lago di Garda and stopped at a smaller
lake, Lago di Ledro. This ride was through some
truly beautiful scenery and the view from my hoand as I got nearer the coast the sun was shining
tel was idyllic. The next morning I set off early
and the temperature rising. I finally arrived in
with clear blue skies and rode through the valley
Lignano, which turned out to be a lovely beach
di Ledro. The first couple of hours of that ride
resort with plenty of restaurants and hotels and
rank as one of the best rides I have ever done.
probably quiet when the bikers are not in town.
Quiet bendy roads alongside bubbling streams
The Bike Fest was supposed to start on the
in between tall mountains with a few hairpins
Thursday but when I got there Thursday mornthrown in to aid concentration, perfect!. Having
ing they had only just started building the trad- left the valley behind, the sat nav, which was set
ers stands and in reality it was Friday evening
to scenic routes, decided to take me on a tour of
before it really got going.
the industrial estates around Milan then straight
through the centre where the temperature had
As there wasn't much happening I thought it
risen to 30 degrees. How I longed for a motorwould be nice to have a relaxing day off the bike
way to get some cool wind blowing round me. I
and visit a place I had never been to. Venice!. It
really must get to grips with ride planner. As I
was only an hour and a half away by bus then
left Milan behind the countryside opened out
train. With its canals, narrow streets and beautiagain.
ful historic buildings this unique and very lovely
city was well worth the trip. Navigating the
I spent that night beside another beautiful Lake,
streets "old style" with a tourist map became a
Lago d'Orta close to the border with Switzerland.
disaster because I hadn't got my glasses, so,
The next day I rode across Switzerland to Gerwith my train departure looming I finally resort- many via Saint Gotthard. Wherever you go in the
ed to google maps on the phone.
Alps the scenery is stunning, lakes, rivers, wooded hillsides, villages and towns perched on the
On Saturday the Bike Fest was in full swing with
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through the countryside and villages around Rudesheim with literally hundreds of bikes. Somehow at some point the ride got split and half of
it went a different route, but, everyone ended up
back at the same place in the market square
with drinks and cakes provided by the local
chapter members. Even the Pastor was out having his picture taken with the bikes.

I will leave it up to Debbie to give you a detailed
run down on the event.

mountain sides and snow capped peaks. The
pass was closed so I took the tunnel which is
10.5 miles long. This is a real engineering feat
although they have exceeded this having just
opened a much longer rail tunnel. I began to
wonder if I would ever come to the end of it but
after the tunnel, once again, the scenery was
breath-taking.

Saturday was a rainy day so not many people
took part in the parade, a first for me was seeing a pillion passenger with a raised but rather
bent umbrella! The weather forecast wasn't
looking so good so Sunday lunchtime I decided
to return home a day early and once again it
was a fast ride along the motorways to catch the
evening ferry to Harwich. Although I caught a
lot of rain on the way it turned out to be a good
move because Gunter and Debbie came back the
following day and got hit with some really
stormy weather.

The following day it was a throttle open along
the motorways to get to Rudesheim in time for
the world heritage ride and to watch Kim Wilde
on the main stage. The World Heritage ride was Another great trip with some lovely rides. Then
brilliant because the police manned all the junc- it was time to polish the chrome as I was off
tions and we didn't stop for anything except an again in 6 days on my next adventure……
occasional bit of congestion through the villages. Once again some spectacular views along
the Rhine and through the countryside.
That evening back at the hotel I was getting
some luggage from my bike when I watched a
trike and an Ultra ride up to the hotel. When the
helmets came off I realised it was none other
than Gunter and Debbie Gerdes! I introduced
myself and they very kindly invited me to eat
with them and join them in the evening, along
with Paul and Lesley. I really appreciated that as
I had been on my own for more than a week and
they were really great company.
On the Friday there was a beautiful 100k ride
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